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Your Technology 

Hiring Partner.



The world has transitioned 
to a  world.remote-first

Companies are racing to harness the 
advantages of remote engineering talent.



The  are widely knownreasons

Successful Execution of 
distributed teams

Vast pool of engineers

Countless untapped 
developers of Silicon Valley 
caliber



Building a  is tough. 
What is your approach to…

remote team

Streamline remote development with ease, 

compliance and security?

Per-Vetted remote candidates without wasting 

your precious time? 

Create a pool of talented software 

developers globally? 



The quest for TOP TECH TALENT
Say goodbye to the challenges of finding quality 
developers at the right time and price. We bring you 
top-notch tech talent, precisely when you need them, 
ensuring your projects soar to new heights without 
compromising on quality or cost.

Eliminate the excess and embrace affordability with our streamlined 
vetted software developers. By cutting out unnecessary intermediaries, we 
connect you directly with talented tech developers, reducing the cost of 
hiring without compromising on expertise. Experience a seamless process 
that puts you in control, saving you both time and money.
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Previous solutions were not 
designed for this purpose.

Independent HR Consultants & 
Recruitment Agencies

i Not pre-vetting the selection process. 

ii Lacking global reach. 

iii Low quality CV / Resume.

Talent Acquisition Platforms

i Inconsistent Quality outcome.

ii Lack of specialized skills for 
engineers.

iii Gig centric approach discourages 
top talent.

Service Provider Companies

i No match with silicon valley standard.

ii Limit talent acquisition to local tech 
hubs, excluding global pools. 

iii Inflexible engagement and without 
much transparency.



Imagine  of that with software.replacing all

Source engineers from around the globe.  


Thoroughly vet with Silicon Valley standards.  


Enhance matching using AI optimization. 


Facilitate secure collaboration for managers and developers effortlessly. 


Simplify the complexity of hiring global workers.



Empower Your Vision: Unite Your 
Dream Engineering Squad with 
Appriffy!

Unleash the Power of Intelligent Talent Cloud: 

Harnessing AI to Discover, Evaluate, Connect, and 

Nurture Over  Across 

the Globe!

1 Million Software Developers



Unlock Boundless Talent: AI-Powered 
Platform Delivers Your Dream Engineers, 
Month-to-Month!

 

Intelligent Talent 
Cloud Tools

Global Sourcing 

Intelligent Vetting 

Deep Matching 

HR / Payment Compliance 

Automated on-the-job 
Quality control.

Your Pre-Vetted 
Developer
Typical Engagement: Minimum 
1-3+ Years Experience, Contract 
Duration: Min.3 Months

Tell us your 
requirements

REQ
Role 

Tech Stack 

Seniority Level



Enter the  Wave: Why Companies 
Can't Resist, here are the 3 compelling 

Appriffy

reasons!

97%
Retention

Highly Engagement Rate
50 Hrs
Hour Saved

of engineering time saved 
per hire on interviewing

4 Days
Super Fast

to fill max of the positions, 
few cases same day as well



Appriffy has already welcomed over 
 developers from different 

countries.
250+

 Jobs Type15+

Seniority level7

Technologies100+



What attracts top developers to 
Meaningful careers, not 

just gigs.
Appriffy? 

Verified once, always eligible 


Special Appriffy developer community 


Stable earnings with 

 (unless you want to extend)

99% rematch 
rate



Crafted by tech leaders 
at                    ,                           , 
and                         , our 
cutting-edge vetting 
system forms a 
thorough, ever-evolving 
profile for each 
developer.
In just 5 hours,  vetting process 

gathers all the needed data to assess 

engineers at Silicon Valley standards.

Appriffy’s



Our smart matching system 
discovers the  for 
each role                     and explains why.

perfect engineer

"I'm seeking a  for a year 

who can create a  and 

handle production and maintenance. Our 

tech is . They should take full 

ownership of the project, design the entire 

system, and have past experience deploying 

large-scale . Some knowledge of 

 would be a plus."

backend engineer

sentiment classifier

Python-based

ML models

Node



Once matched,  ensures smooth, 
compliant, and secure  development.

Appriffy
remote

Communication
Appriffy guarantees time zone 
alignment, openness, and 
dependable interaction.

Compliance
Appriffy handles worldwide HR, 
payroll, and developer 
assistance.

Security
Appriffy VMs and 
reinforcement of your security 
rules (compatible with your 
hardware if required).



We're here to help you tap into the 
untapped potential of people 

.worldwide



Why Indian Talents?

Trustworthy

Highly Skilled

Remote Ready

Competent 
Communication

Available on your 
Time Zone



Hiring  Indian talent: 
Rolling back to the facts

remote

A few statistics of myriad IT workers in the Indian Talent pool

More than 


 

Java and Python Developers
8.2 million

Over 


Software Developers
6 million 
 1.3 million 


Android Developers

873,000 

iOS developers

170,000 

focused on AI, robotics, 

Data Analytics, and Cybersecurity



Some Facts About Appriffy

Successfully Completed
8+Years

Software Developers submitted 
their CV’s in Appriffy

50,000+
Curated and Pre-Vetted 

Software Engineers

250+
Combined Core Team 

Experience

100+ Years

The USA, India, South Korea, UK
Global Outreach



Technologies



Appriffy in News

https://www.financialexpress.com/brand-initiative/appriffy-plans-to-hire-100s-of-software-engineers-in-their-upcoming-hiring-plans/2699018
https://www.cnbctv18.com/india/appriffy-helps-remote-indian-software-developers-to-work-with-silicon-valley-companies-14602071.htm
https://www.indiatoday.in/impact-feature/story/how-appriffy-is-helping-foreign-companies-hire-good-quality-software-developers-from-india-1869560-2021-10-26
https://www.business-standard.com/content/specials/muzafar-hussain-founder-ceo-of-appriffy-is-writing-history-by-creating-software-developer-millionaires-in-india-121082601014_1.html
https://www.mid-day.com/lifestyle/infotainment/article/muzafar-hussain-founder-and-ceo-of-appriffy-indian-software-developers-will-write-the-technology-history-23190296
https://www.zeebiz.com/technology/news-appriffy-get-qualified-software-developers-scale-your-remote-indian-tech-team-171305
https://www.thehindu.com/brandhub/pr-release/appriffy-is-writing-history-in-the-tech-hiring-industry/article65783511.ece
https://startuptalky.com/appriffy-success-story/
https://founderindia.com/muzafar-hussain-founder-ceo-appriffy-is-helping-global-companies-to-hire-top-notch-indian-software-developers/
https://www.outlookindia.com/outlook-spotlight/appriffy-to-hire-top-notch-software-developers-for-their-silicon-valley-clients-in-the-next-2-quarters-news-225296
https://www.businessworld.in/article/Journey-Of-Appriffy-From-Starting-In-A-Small-Room-To-A-Big-Work-Space/19-08-2022-442975/
https://news.abplive.com/brand-wire/appriffy-to-quantify-number-of-tech-hirings-in-india-with-quality-1579542
https://www.orissapost.com/transformative-journey-of-muzafar-hussain-from-10000-inr-to-million-dollar-journey-founder-of-appriffy/
https://www.hindustantimes.com/brand-post/appriffy-unveils-plans-of-improving-employment-of-tech-talents-across-india-101632148953722.html
https://www.marketinginasia.com/top-20-startup-companies-in-bangalore-that-you-cant-miss-out/
https://www.therahnuma.com/category/hyderabad/
https://www.newsx.com/appriffy-hire-the-best-software-developers-at-a-speed-of-light-from-indian-market/
https://www.freepressjournal.in/tech/appriffy-to-transform-tech-hiring-industry-with-the-help-of-ai
https://helloentrepreneurs.in/appriffy-unveils-plans-of-improving-employment-of-tech-talents-across-india/
https://yourstory.com/companies/appriffy
https://www.startup.ind.in/2021/09/top-100-most-successful-startups-in-bangalore.html
https://www.scoopearth.com/digital-entrepreneurs-trying-to-alter-the-traditional-hiring/
https://www.dnaindia.com/india/report-from-odisha-s-quiet-streets-to-bangalore-s-glowing-tech-hub-pioneering-dreams-with-muzaffar-hussain-founder-of-appriff-3064985
https://hr.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/trends/ai-in-hr/employing-ai-powered-hr-practices-for-business-transformation/94383694


Join the Revolution: Over  
Companies Have Embarked on Their 
Engineering Odyssey with 

50+
Appriffy!



Why
Crazy Software Developers ever. 


Silicon Valley of Asia. 


2nd Largest Software Exporter across the world. 


After Pandemic, the most preferred Source of getting Software Developers. 


Biggest market to Launch your dream product and we will help you in that. 


Low Pricing with Good Quality.



Why Appriffy

Low cost with Pre-Vetted Software Developers.


No Hidden Cost.


Ideas are NDA Protected.


Pay Per Use Model.


No headache of Hiring Employees 

Permanently and maintaining their Payroll 

and many more.



Team Appriffy

Shakir Mallick
Talent Acquisition Director

Apurva Gupta
Head Of Talent Acquisition

Suneel Bandhu
Advisory Board Muzafar Hussain

Founder & CEO(Global)

Rehan Sheikh
Business Development Head

Punit K Singh
Talent Acquisition Lead

Priyanka Ray 
Talent Acquisition Specialist

Fathe Mohammed
HR Manager - 


Payroll & Compliance



Which projects are your top priority 
and require  immediately?engineers



Technology, 


 and 
Experience

Pricing



Role Junior Level
( 1 to 3 yrs )*

160 Working hours
( 4 to 7 yrs )*
Mid Level

160 Working hours

Expert Level
(13+ yrs )*

160 Working hours160 Working hours
( 8 to 12 yrs )*

Senior Level

Java $3,000 $4,000 to $5500 $5000 to $10,000 $10000+

Python $3,500 $5,000 to $6000 $6,500 to $7,000 $10000

React/Angular

/Front-End $3,500 $4,000 to $4,500 $5,000 to $10,000 $10000+

NodeJs/Back-End $3,500 $4,500 to $5,000 $5,500 to $10,000 $10000+

Aritifical Intelligence $4,000 $7,000 to $8,000 - -



Role Junior Level
( 1 to 3 yrs )*

160 Working hours
( 4 to 7 yrs )*
Mid Level

160 Working hours

Expert Level
(13+ yrs )*

160 Working hours160 Working hours
( 8 to 12 yrs )*

Senior Level

Blockchain $4,500 $7,000 to $8,000 - -

.Net $3,500 $4,500 to $5,000 $5,000 to $10,000 $10000

AEM - Front End 
& Back End $4,000 $4,500 to $5,000 $6,000 to $10,000 $10000+

MERN Stack $4,000 $5,000 to $6,000 $6,500 to $7,000 $10000

Full Stack $4,500 $5,000 to $6,000 $6,500 to $7,000 $10000



Role Junior Level
( 1 to 3 yrs )*

160 Working hours
( 4 to 7 yrs )*
Mid Level

160 Working hours

Expert Level
(13+ yrs )*

160 Working hours160 Working hours
( 8 to 12 yrs )*

Senior Level

SQL/Any Database $3,500 $4,000 to $4,500 $5,000 to $7,000 $8,000+

PHP $3,500 $4,000 to $5,000 $5,000 to $10,000 $10000+

DevOPs $4,500 $5,000 to $6,000 $6,500 to $7,000 $10000

Azure/AWS $4,500 $5,000 to $6,000 $6,500 to $7,000 $10000

Android/iOS $3,500 $4,000 to $5,000 $5,000 to $10,000 $10000+



Role Junior Level
( 1 to 3 yrs )*

160 Working hours
( 4 to 7 yrs )*
Mid Level

160 Working hours

Expert Level
(13+ yrs )*

160 Working hours160 Working hours
( 8 to 12 yrs )*

Senior Level

Ui/UX Designer

/Developer $3,500 $4,000 to $4,500 $6,000 to $7,000 $8,000+

Chatbot $4,500 $5,000 to $6,000 $7,000 to $8,000 $10000+

ReactNative $3,500 $4,000 to $5,000 $5,000 to $10,000 $10000+

Game/Unity Developer $4,500 $5,000 to $6,000 $8,500 to $10,000 $12,000+

Magento Developers $3,000 $5,000 to $6,000 $8,500 to $10,000 $12,000+



Role Junior Level
( 1 to 3 yrs )*

160 Working hours
( 4 to 7 yrs )*
Mid Level

160 Working hours

Expert Level
(13+ yrs )*

160 Working hours160 Working hours
( 8 to 12 yrs )*

Senior Level

Ruby On Rails $4,000 $5,000 to $6,000 $8,500 to $10,000 $12,000+

Wordpress Developer $3,500 $5,000 to $6,000 $6,500 to $10,000 $12000+

Shopify 
Developer $3,000 $5,000 to $6,000 $8,500 to $10,000 $12,000+

Flutter Developer $3,000 $5,000 to $6,000 $8,500 to $10,000 $12,000+

Xamarin Developer $4,500 $5,000 to $6,000 $7,500 to $10,000 $12,000+



Role Junior Level
( 1 to 3 yrs )*

160 Working hours
( 4 to 7 yrs )*
Mid Level

160 Working hours

Expert Level
(13+ yrs )*

160 Working hours160 Working hours
( 8 to 12 yrs )*

Senior Level

RPA Developer $3,000 $4,000 to $6,000 $8,500 to $10,000 $12,000+

Mulesoft Developer $4,000 $5,000 to $6,000 $8,500 to $10,000 $12000+

QA Engineer $3,000 $5,000 to $6,000 $8,500 to $10,000 $12,000+

AR/VR Developer $5,000 $6,000 to $7,000 $8,500 to $10,000 $12,000+

Data Engineer $4,000 $5,000 to $6,000 $8,500 to $10,000 $12,000+



Role Junior Level
( 1 to 3 yrs )*

160 Working hours
( 4 to 7 yrs )*
Mid Level

160 Working hours

Expert Level
(13+ yrs )*

160 Working hours160 Working hours
( 8 to 12 yrs )*

Senior Level

SAP Developer $4,500 $5,000 to $6,000 $7,500 to $10,000 $12,000+

Salesforce Developer $4,500 $5,000 to $6,000 $8,500 to $10,000 $12000+

Appian Developer $4,000 $5,000 to $6,000 $8,500 to $10,000 $12,000+

Service Now Developer $3,500 $4,500 to $5,500 $7,500 to $10,000 $12,000+

Ui Path Developer $4,000 $6,000 to $7,000 $8,500 to $10,000 $12,000+



Role Junior Level
( 1 to 3 yrs )*

160 Working hours
( 4 to 7 yrs )*
Mid Level

160 Working hours

Expert Level
(13+ yrs )*

160 Working hours160 Working hours
( 8 to 12 yrs )*

Senior Level

CyberArk Engineer $4,500 $6,000 to $6,500 $8,500 to $10,000 $12,000+

Golang Engineer $5,000 $6,000 to $7,000 $8,500 to $10,000 $14000+

VueJS Developer $3,500 $5,000 to $6,000 $8,500 to $10,000 $12,000+

Database Administrator $3,500 $5,000 to $6,000 $8,500 to $10,000 $12,000+

- - - - -



Our  PresenceGlobal

 INDIA
No.614, 12Th Cross, 29th Main Rd, BTM 2nd Stage, 

Bengaluru, Karnataka 560076

USA
30 N Gould St Suite R, Sheridan, WY 82801, USA

South Korea
B1203, 128, Beobwon-ro, Songpa-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea 
(05854)



Spin up your engineering 
dream team

Go to  Or else email us at Appriffy.com
info@appriffy.com

mailto:info@appriffy.com


Thank You !

www.appriffy.com

https://www.appriffy.com

